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About This Content

All of the associated Relic / Sega revenue will be donated to the David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust.

Help protect endangered species and give your favorite COH2 factions a fresh new coat of paint! Relic teamed-up with modder
Rita Rush to create those three unique sets inspired by elephants, lions and rhinos for the Soviets (2 x sets) and Wehrmacht

Ostheer (1 x set). To learn more about this charity and how you can help, visit their website:
https://www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org
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Minimum:

Memory: 2GB RAM

Processor: 2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Graphics: 512MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD 2900XT)

OS: 32bit Vista

Internet: Broadband Internet connection

Hard Drive: 30GB free Hard disc space

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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I love hidden object games, and have played enough of them to know what a good one is like. While this game has some
potential, there is a lot of room for improvement.

Pros: Story line is pretty decent.

Cons: Each time you explore an area, you use energy, and a large amount of it. You either have to wait several hours for it to
replenish or spend money to buy more. The amount of time you are given to explore an area is only 1 minute. This is not enough
time to find hidden objects, especially if the graphics aren't that great. If you are zoomed out of a picture, they graphics are
nice, but when you zoom in to locate a hard to find object, the graphics become pixelated and somewhat distorted. Also, when
you find a chest, you only have a very limited amount of time to solve a puzzle to open it.

Overall: Game play time is limited and you almost feel rushed to complete puzzles and hidden object areas.. Fantastic new
fighter that feels like you got your old school footsies again. Easy mechanics but enough depth it's not free like some newer
fighters. Can't review it without mentioning the similarities to 3rd strike and sf4, but I'd like to say it's what 4 should of been..
I'll give this "game" a good review even though I don't plan to keep playing (reading) it. I didn't realize it was a graphic novel,
my bad. Anyway it looks good, can't tell you much about it, I just don't want to give this a bad review because of my mistake..
This game does NOT work on Windows 10 (even using compatability settings). The devs have long abandonned the game..
hellow! i know game makeing guy „gebelo game” manyy ears. „geblo games” is a good man. i fine very man. he must not be
judgd too harshlee for the game „littel squart things”. never!!!! he has rtied very hard for many decades for make thw game,
therefor, the game had many thing,s and sqares. there are obstac les to fight and win towards and stars to collect for pints. vary
channegling and nostalgia. yoyu may become enraged, by the devilisch resistanse of this game. it will not let winning, and maybe
you will dying but druing all time the l;ittle squar will look at you, inquiring, jodging, perhaps thinkings, „why this ♥♥♥♥♥
♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ so bad at ♥♥♥♥ing game ?” or „i am make of smaller sqyares, i am „retroe square” of pixle,
where dos it end?”. permhaps it does not think. only look at youri n silent dispair at your incompetant boobing. or may be, you
are a beatiful winning guy ? this is op to you and brain.

is recoomend. please play nice game by nice „geblo mann” game making guy. please not to slice his throt nor pinch his as for
hardgame. he just wishes for all, to acheive thier ultmost. this end my reviw. goodby. Here is a little Review about the Game
Pros:
-Graphic is Adorable with that cartoony style :3
-Game doesn't have many gigabytes to download so pretty small game
-Performance is now better but was pretty bad at the beginning ( still need a bit more upgrades)
-Weapon handling is something new that i didn't experience quite yet so, I'm always open for new Stuff
-Russian Bass music for the Tracksuit
-A Gangster Mode that lets you hold your gun sideways
-Pretty much many updates in some single days

Cons:
-Matchmaking Problems where the Game wouldn't search for a game
-Cheaters, Like seriously there isn't much to win in that game why would you cheat
-Sometimes the Hitreg is a bit Iffy

So if you would fix those Cons the game would be overall pretty darn great.
I'm not a big fan Of battleroyale games but this one is just funny overall. A quite unique and fun game.

The combat system on this game is definitely not something you've seen before outside the Touhou franchise.

There is a huge emphasis on planning and correct executing of attacks and specials.

Combos are short, 4 - 5 hits at maximum.

The game plays in the air. There are 3 layers where you can play, top layer, middle layer, and down layer.
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Each character has attacks that can be used more efficiently in one of these 3 layers.

Everyone still have the bullet hell skills and is up to you if block or evade through them.

Most of the animations are locked, so the moment you do something, you have to commit to it, here is where the whole "plan
your perfect combo" comes into.

A single bad movement can cause you to lose a huge chunk of health.

... And all of this is just like 20% of what the games offers you, there are plenty more systems inside and there is a very nice
learning curve to each character.

2D Animations are flawless, the artstyle is incredible just like in most Touhou games.

The only one thing I don't like about this game is the fact you can only chose 1280x720p windowed screen or full screen that on
my monitor (ultrawide) stretches. You cannot change the resolution of the window... Is locked
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It's not worth its price at the current stage. Developers promised in june 2016 major updates during 2 weeks time. It's
September now and no updates. Do not waste your money on this until this updating issue is fixed.. In comparison with the
original game, Rome: Total War and Barbarian Invasion (which are both great), this expansion is rather disappointing.. As
others have already mentioned, this game is similar to Diner Dash and other time management casual games. I love the cute
animation, voice acting and graphic style, and overall it gave me a very pleasant experience. There are also different types of
customers with different behaviors, and sometimes you need to prioritize who gets which table first. This game also made me
realize how restauranteurs feel when I go alone to their restaurants and occupy a table meant for 4. Now I know they must be
cursing me under their breath :D

Though I recommend this game, I must warn you, there is one VERY SERIOUS BUG - If you replay old levels you have
already completed, then once you complete that same level for the second time, your total amount of gold coins REDUCES!
Yup, you read that right. I can understand if devs want to prevent people from farming coins, they don't have to award coins
again to those who have already completed the same level earlier. But reducing the total amount of coins is crazy and makes no
sense. Especially on missions where I want to play again because I got only 1 or 2 stars and I want to get 3 stars, I end up with
lesser amount of total coins every time I replay them.

If this is not going to be a problem for you, then go ahead and buy this game. But because of this bug, some achievements will
be very difficult to unlock, because in some of the tougher levels, you will need to upgrade a couple of things in order to get 3
stars, and you cannot do that when you have no coins left. You've been warned, my friend.. I'm a long time Nancy Drew fan,
games and books and despite seeing the negative reviews of this game I bought it anyway. This is the most unhappy I've ever
been with a Nancy Drew game.
The entire game pretty much rests on you spending hours being a code cracker and figuring out an absurd amount of codes left
around a school. I can enjoy a good code in a ND game but code breaking is the entire game, save for 3 for 4 miminal item
puzzles.
Not only does the game revolve around decoding messages, the areas are small and unpopulated, the characters are bland, and it
is the shortest Nancy Drew game I've ever come across. I was honestly shocked when the game just ended.
The most disappointing Nancy Drew game I've ever played.. Pretty hard and doesn't give you a lot of space to work with to
avoid the monsters but still of fan of the atmosphere and creatures. It's really difficult and gona take me forever to finish.. Great
little puzzle game. Took me about 12 hours to beat, which for only a dollar, that's incredible value. Also, to clear up any
confusion, some reviewers say they had to reset continously to beat a puzzle (levels are randomized each time) but that's not
true, all puzzles are solvable. It is possible to make a move that will result in it no longer being solvable but that's why the undo
button exists. But from the very start of the level, there is always a way to complete it.. Great fun! They are still adding many
features so i feel like this is like a new game. Thumbs up!. https://youtu.be/AMKKBbCKVgs

A hidden object game that is fully 3D is rarer than most, but it squanders this uniqueness by being completely unwieldy to
control. Objects are occasionally fully concealed by foreground elements resulting in an unfair setup only solvable by players
using the hint system.. Simple but kind of addictive shoot-em-up arcade game.

Since this is an early access game, please treat this review the same way - it was reviewed on the basis of the game I purchased
on the 26th of July 2016.

The game is a straight forward shoot-em-up game, you get two guns you can pick up at the start of the game, and then the game
lets you shoot robots that during the game looks exactly the same all the time. They all stand still on platforms. Eventually you
get some shields you can "hide and dive" behind, but you can accidentally blow those up yourself as well.

At the time of writing this review, this is all there is to the game, there's this voice that will tell you how fantastic you are while
hitting those robots, and each "level" consist of new pods to stand on, sometimes higher, sometimes closer and sometimes lower
- but essentially the same design each level. The game doesn't seem to have any leaderboards or scoreboards at the moment,
except for one long continous score that keeps increasing, even after you lost your 4 hearts.

Pros:

- Simple, entertaining shooter that even your smallest kids can be in on.
- Low priced, arcade style game.
- Lag free, no glitches, all real time. I'm GUESSING this one would even work with low end graphics cards.
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- Potential to become a great shooter, it's an EARLY access game after all.

Cons:

- Seems like an early Beta.
- Repetitive with little new added to each level.
- No scoreboards, not even local.
- Increasing score, you don't get a chance to start from scratch.
- There's no menus (at least I can't find them) so it's basically just shoot-and-go-and-repeat.
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